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summary

Many language pro essing operations have a generi underlying algorithm. However, these generi algorithms either have to be implemented spe i ally for the
language under onsideration or the language needs to be en oded in a generi
format that the generi algorithm works on. Stratego is a language for program
transformation that supports both spe i and generi views of data types.
A Stratego program de nes a transformation on rst-order ground terms. Transformation rules de ne single transformation steps. Transformation rules are
ombined into transformation strategies by means of ombinators that determine where and in what order rules are applied. These ombinators in lude:
primitives for traversal to the dire t subterms of a node, allowing the de nition
of many kinds of full term traversals; full ontrol over re ursion in traversals;
patterns as rst- lass itizens; generi term onstru tion and de onstru tion.
These features reate a setting in whi h it is possible to ombine generi traversal
with data type spe i pattern mat hing, and separating logi (transformation,
pattern mat hing) from ontrol (traversal). This makes it possible to give language independent des riptions of language pro essing operations that an be
instantiated to a spe i language by providing the patterns of the relevant
onstru ts. These generi algorithms only tou h relevant onstru tors and do
not need to know the entire datatype, making the algorithms insensitive to
hanges in the abstra t syntax that do not a e t the onstru tors relevant to
the operation.
Stratego is urrently implemented by ompilation to C ode. All onstru ts of
the language are implemented dire tly, i.e., the ompiled program is as large
as the spe i ation, in ontrast to approa hes that rely on prepro essing or
program generation whi h may have a s aling problem when dealing with large
languages.
The approa h to generi programming in Stratego is illustrated by means of
several examples in luding free variable extra tion, bound variable renaming,
substitution and synta ti uni ation.
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Se tion: Introdu tion
REPRESENTATION IMPEDES GENERIC IMPLEMENTATION OF
LANGUAGE PROCESSING ALGORITHMS

Many language pro essing operations have a generi underlying algorithm.
However, these generi algorithms either have to be implemented spe i ally
for the language under onsideration or the language needs to be en oded in
a generi format that the generi algorithm works on. Stratego [2, 17, 18℄ is a
language for program transformation that supports both spe i and generi
views of data types.
language independent program transformation?

Program transformation systems are usually developed for transformations of
programs in a single language. After all transforming a C++ program is quite
di erent from transforming a Haskell program. However, many omponents
of transformation systems are independent of the parti ular language under
onsideration. For example, onsider the following tasks: olle ting the free
variables in an expression, renaming the bound variables in an expression, attening the import stru ture of a program module, nding the modules imported
by a module, omputing the all graph of a program, unifying two expressions.
For most languages, ea h of these tasks is an instan e of the same generi algorithm. In pra ti e, however, one needs to spell out a new instan e of the
algorithm for ea h language sin e the intermediate representations are di erent.
For example, onsider the fragment of the abstra t syntax of C++ in Figure 1
and a fragment of an intermediate representation for a fun tional language in
Figure 2. Then onsider the task of renaming variables for ea h of these languages. At a high enough level of abstra tion these tasks ome down to the
same thing: For ea h binding onstru t reate new names for the bound variables and substitute all bound o urren es of these variables by a new name.
This requires traversing the program to nd binding onstru ts, renaming their
variables, nding variable o urren es and relating them to their renamings.
spe ifi

vs generi

representation

On the whole there are two approa hes to ta kle the problem. (1) Adapt the
generi algorithm to work on the spe i data type under onsideration. (2)
Adapt the data type so that the generi algorithm an work with it.
In the rst approa h a language is represented by a spe i data type as in
Figures 1 and 2. Implementing the s heme for variable renaming requires writing
out a traversal that is spe i for the language under onsideration and that
tou hes all onstru tors of the language. The advantage of this approa h is
that transformations spe i for the language an be expressed dire tly. The
disadvantage is the la k of generi ity. This an be mitigated by generating
instantiations of generi fun tionality, e.g., [5, 4, 10℄. However, this an result
in large programs with asso iated s aling problems and is in exible sin e the
generator needs to be reprogrammed for ea h new generi algorithm.
In the se ond approa h, programs are translated to a data type that is suited
espe ially for the algorithm under onsideration, e.g., a generi intermediate
representation. This might not t well with other, language spe i , operations
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that one wants to arry out. Another variant of this approa h is the en oding
of programs in a universal data type su h as XML [19℄ or ATerm [3℄ that make
generi operations easier. The advantage of this approa h is that generi algorithms an be expressed on isely. The disadvantage is that language spe i
operations have to be en oded in the universal data type as well.
stratego provides generi

and spe ifi

views of representation

Stratego [2, 17, 18℄ is a language for automati program transformation that
ombines both a spe i and a generi view of programs in a light-weight manner. This is a hieved by providing transformation rules that work on a spe i
data type and basi building blo ks for omposing generi traversals over programs that apply transformation or ompute analyses. This approa h ombines
the advantages of the approa hes dis ussed above without their disadvantages.
The Stratego library [16℄ ontains a large number of language independent program transformation and analysis algorithms. In this paper we explain the
building blo ks of Stratego programs by means of several small examples and
illustrate how these an be used for generi programming by means of several
examples: extra ting free variables, renaming bound variables, safe substitution
under variable bindings and synta ti uni ation.
signature
onstru tors
Program : List(SD) -> Program
VarDe l : Name * Type * List(Spe ) * Expr -> SD
FunDe l : Name * ArgList * Type * List(Spe )
* Qualifier * CInit * SD -> SD
Blo k : List(SD) -> SD
If
: Expr * SD -> SD
Var
: Name -> Expr
App
: Expr * List(Expr) -> Expr
IdName : String -> Name

Figure 1: Fragment of an abstra t syntax de nition for representation of C++
programs.
signature
onstru
Var
App
If
Abs
Let
Letre
Fde

tors
: String * Type -> Exp
: Exp * List(Exp) -> Exp
: Exp * Exp * Exp -> Exp
: String * Type * Exp -> Exp
: String * Type * Exp * Exp -> Exp
: List(Fde ) * Exp -> Exp
: String * Type * List(String) * Exp -> Fde

Figure 2: Fragment of the signature of a typed abstra t syntax for a fun tional
language.
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CONTROLLING THE APPLICATION OF TRANSFORMATION
RULES

A Stratego program de nes a transformation on rst-order ground terms.
Transformation rules de ne single transformation steps. Transformation rules
are ombined into transformation strategies by means of ombinators that
determine where and in what order rules are applied.
first-order terms

Programs are represented by means of abstra t syntax trees or terms. A term
is a stru ture of the form C(t1,...,tn), where the ti are terms. In ase
n=0 the parentheses an be dropped, i.e., C is equivalent to C(). Lists of the
form [t1,...,tn|t℄ are abbreviations for terms Cons(t1,...,Cons(tn,t)).
The list [t1,...,tn℄ is a spe ial ase denoting [t1,...,tn|[℄℄, where [℄
denotes the term Nil. Term tuples of the form (t1,...,tn) abbreviate terms
TCons(t1,...,TCons(tn,TNil)). Signatures (e.g., Figures 1 and 2) des ribe
subsets of the universal set of terms.
A strategy is a program that transforms a term to another term or fails to do
so, in whi h ase there is no result of transformation.
transformation rules

Transformation rules are strategies that perform a single transformation step. A
rule of the form L : t1 -> t2 where s de nes a strategy L that transforms a
term that mat hes with the pattern t1 into the instantiation of the pattern t2 if
the ondition s (a strategy expression) is satis ed, i.e., when it su eeds to apply.
The notation <s> t denotes the appli ation of strategy s to term t. Figure 3
gives some examples of transformation rules for the fun tional language.
sequential non-deterministi

programming

Strategies an be ombined into new strategies by means of sequential omposition s1;s2 ( rst apply s1 then s2), non-deterministi hoi e s1+s2 (apply s1
or s2), left hoi e s1<+s2 ( rst try s1, if that fails apply s2), negation not(s)
(su eeds if s fails) and re ursion re x(s) (re ursively all the strategy when
applying x). The identity strategy id always su eeds and does not transform
the subje t term.
A strategy de nition f(x1,...,xn) = s de nes a new strategy operator f with
n strategies as arguments. Note that a strategy de nition does not mention the

term to whi h the strategy is applied, but ombines the parameter strategies
into a new strategy. Figure 4 de nes several avours of repeated appli ation of
a strategy.
term traversal

The strategies dis ussed above apply transformations at the root of a term. In
order to a hieve transformations of subterms, some form of term traversal is
needed. The strategy all(s) applies the strategy s to ea h dire t subterm of
a term. For example, <all(s)>F(A,B) orresponds to F(<s> A, <s> B). The
strategy one(s) applies s to exa tly one dire t subterm of a term. For example,
4
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<one(s)>F(A,B) result in either F(A, <s> B) or F(<s> A, B).

Figure 5 de nes several generi traversals by means of re ursion, sequential
omposition or left hoi e, and the primitive term traversal operators all and
one. Figure 6 shows how generi ontrol strategies an be used to apply sele ted
transformation rules.
rules
Alpha
Beta
LBeta
Eta

:
:
:
:

e -> <lrename> e
App(Abs(x, t, e1), e2) -> <lsubs> ([(x,e2)℄, e1)
Let(x, t, e1, e2) -> <lsubs> ([(x, e1)℄, e2)
Abs(x, t, App(e, Var(x, t))) -> e
where <not(in)>(x, <lvars> e)
Dead : Let(x, t, e1, e2) -> e2 where <not(in)>(x, <lvars> e2)

Figure 3: Some transformation rules for a typed fun tional language. The
strategies lrename (rename bound variables), lsubs (substitute expressions
for variables), lvars (extra t free variables) and in ( he k o urren e in term)
are all instantations of generi strategies.
strategies
try(s)
= s <+ id
repeat(s, )
= re x(s; x <+ )
repeat(s)
= repeat(s, id)
repeat-until(s, ) = re x(s; ( <+ x))
for(i, , s)
= i; repeat-until(s, )
while( , s)
= re x(try( ; s; x))
do-while(s, )
= re x(s; try( ; x))

Figure 4: Several kinds of iteration strategies de ned by means of sequential
omposition, hoi e and re ursion. The parameter s denotes the body of the
loop and the stop ondition. Note that the su ess of the appli ation of
the body s ontributes to the ontrol ow. For example, repeat(id) will not
terminate.
strategies
topdown(s) = re x(s; all(x))
bottomup(s) = re x(all(x); s)
downup(s) = re x(s; all(x); s)
on etd(s) = re x(s <+ one(x)) alltd(s) = re x(s <+ all(x))

Figure 5: Several avours of one-pass traversals over terms. The rst three
apply a strategy to all subterms in di erent orders, on etd nds a single
appli ation of s somewhere in a term and alltd applies a strategy along a
frontier.
strategies
remove-dead = bottomup(repeat(Eta + Dead))

Figure 6: A transformation on fun tional expresssions that removes dead ode
by traversing the expression bottom up and repeatedly trying to apply the
rules Eta or Dead at ea h subterm.
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BASIC BUILDING BLOCKS OF TRANSFORMATION RULES

Transformation rules are not the smallest parti les of program transformation.
Rules are omposed of pattern mat hing and pattern instantiation. Making
these atomi a tions available at the language level opens many possibilities
for generi ity. Generi term onstru tion and de onstru tion are other atomi
a tions that allow generi pro essing.
mat hing and instantiating patterns

Transformation rules an be onsidered as strategies that rst mat h a pattern (a
term with variables), then he k the ondition and nally build an instantation
of the pattern on the right-hand side. That is, given the operations ?t for
mat hing a pattern t and !t for instantiating a pattern t, a rule t1 -> t2
an be de ned as a strategy ?t1;!t2. Sin e patterns ontain variables, their
s ope needs to be restri ted. The onstru t {x1,...,xn:s} restri ts the s ope
of the variables xi to the strategy s. Using these primitives, a rule of the
form L : t1 -> t2 where s is just synta ti sugar for a strategy de nition
L = {x1,...,xn: ?t1; s; !t2}, where the xi are the variables appearing in
the rule. The ondition of a rule is just a strategy that needs to su eed in order
for the rule to apply.
Making pattern mat hing and instantiation rst- lass itizens allows the easy
de nition of other useful onstru ts. If it is not ne essary to make a rule
reusable by giving it a name one an use an anonymous rule of the form
\t1 -> t2 where s\, whi h denotes the strategy {x1,...,xn: ?t1; s; !t2},
where the xi are the variables of the left-hand side t1. Other synta ti sugar
that is de ned in this manner is ?t <= s and s => t, both denoting s; ?t,
and <s> t denoting !t; s.
It is also possible to dire tly program with mat h and build strategies. Figure 7
shows several possibilities for using mat h and build in traversals.
generi

term

onstru tion and de onstru tion

Using pattern mat hing it is possible to get at the dire t subterms of a onstru tor appli ation for a spe i
onstru tor. For some operations we are not interested in the onstru tor but just in ombining the (transformed) subterms in
some manner. The pattern #(xs) mat hes any term of the form C(t1,...,tn)
and binds "C" (the name of C) to and [t1,...,tn℄ to xs.
Figure 8 shows how generi term de onstru tion an be used in the generi
de nition of an algorithm for the olle tion of subterms.
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rules
in : (a, t) -> <on etd(?a)> t
Inline : Let(x, t, e1, e2) -> Let(x, t, e1, e2')
where <on etd(?Var(x,t); <lrename> e1)> e2 => e2'
get-imports :
Module(m, b) -> < olle t(\Import(x) -> (m, x)\)> b
strategies
vars = olle t(?Var(_,_))

Figure 7: Several examples of using mat h and build strategies.
The strategy in su eeds if a o urs in t.
The strategy Inline repla es an o urren e of Var(x) by the expression e1.
Note that this is a non-linear mat h, i.e., the pattern ?Var(x,t) only mat hes
terms for whi h variable name and type are the same as in the de laration in
the left-hand side of the rule.
The strategy get-imports olle ts all imports from a module and returns a
list of pairs of the name of the importing module and the imported module.
This strategy assumes a strategy olle t(s) that olle ts subterms for whi h
strategy s su eeds.
Using the same olle t strategy, the strategy vars olle ts all subterms that
mat h the pattern Var( , ), where ` ' is a wild ard for pattern mat hing.
rules
olle t-kids(s) : _#(xs) -> <foldr(![℄, union, s)> xs
strategies
olle t(s) = re x(s; \y -> [y℄\
<+ olle t-kids(x))
foldr(s1, s2, f) = re x(?[℄; s1 +
\[y|ys℄ -> <s2>(<f>y, <x>ys)\ )

Figure 8: A generi strategy for olle ting subterms from a term.
The strategy olle t(s) yields the set of sub-terms (represented as a list)
for whi h s su eeds. It tries to apply s to the subje t term. If that su eeds
a subterm has been found and it is pla ed in a singleton list. Otherwise
the olle tion ontinues in the dire t subterms (the kids). Note that ; binds
stronger than <+.
The olle t-kids strategy de onstru ts the subje t term and takes the union
of the subterms found in the dire t subterms. This is a hieved by means of a
fold right over the list of dire t subterms, where the subterms of the elements
are olle ted by means of the re ursive all to the re ursion variable x of
olle t, whi h is passed to olle t-kids.
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COLLECTING FREE VARIABLES

Free variable extra tion is governed by the shape of variables and variable
binding onstru ts. Other elements of the abstra t syntax are irrelevant for
the algorithm.
Colle ting the free variables of an expression is a ommon operation in program
transformation. One appli ation is losure onversion in whi h the free variables
of a nested fun tion de nition are turned into expli it parameters. Figure 9
shows a transformation rule for losure onversion in a fun tional language,
whi h makes use of the strategy lvars for extra ting the free variables from a
fun tion de nition.
Colle ting the free variables of an expression rst of all requires the de laration
of the shape of variables. The strategy olle t(?Var(_,_)), whi h olle ts all
subterms of an expression that mat h the pattern Var(_,_), does almost what
we want, but not quite. Figure 10 de nes the rule LVars that maps variables
to a list ontaining the pair of the variable name and its type.
In addition to olle ting the variables, variables that are bound should be removed. That is, we also need to know what the binding onstru ts are and
whi h variables they bind. This requires the de laration of the binding onstru ts of the language. Figure 10 de nes the rules LBnd that map ea h binding
onstru t to a list of pairs of variable name and type for the variables that are
bound by the onstru t. Note that multiple rules (de nitions) with the same
name are equivalent with the non-deterministi hoi e of the bodies of the rules
(de nitions).
Given the shape of variables and the bound variables we an de ne the olle tion
of free variables. Figure 10 de nes free variable olle tion in terms of LVars and
LBnd by means of the generi strategy free-vars.
Figure 11 de nes the generi strategy free-vars as a variant of olle t. In
addition to omputing the free variables of the dire t-subterms with the strategy olle t-kids(x), the bound variables are omputed with the parameter
strategy boundvars. The di eren e between the free variables and the bound
variables determines the free variables for a node.
This model for free variable extra tion works well for representations in whi h
the s ope of ea h binding onstru t ranges over all its subterms. However, this
is not always the ase. The Let onstru t for instan e does usually not bind
its variable in the expression assigned to the variable it de nes. For example,
in the expression Let("x",t,Var("x",t),e), the sub-expression Var("x",t)
refers to a de nition outside the s ope of this Let, i.e., is free in the expression.
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rules
CloseConv :
Letre ([Fde (g,Arrow(ts,t),xs,e)℄, e') ->
Letre ([Fde (g',Arrow(< on >(ts,ts'),t),< on >(xs,ys),e)℄, e'')
where ?g' <= new;
?vs <= <lvars> Fde (g,Arrow(ts,t),xs,e);
?ys' <= <map(\(y,t) -> Var(y,t)\)> vs;
?(ys,ts') <= <unzip(id)> vs;
?e'' <= <topdown(try({as:?App(g, as);
!App(g', < on >(as, ys'))}))> e'

Figure 9: A transformation rule for losure onversion. The fun tion de laration for g is repla ed with an new fun tion de laration for g' (a new name)
that takes as extra arguments the free variables of the body of g. All alls to
g(as) are repla ed by alls to g'(as,ys').

strategies
lvars = free-vars(LVars, LBnd)
rules
LVars : Var(x,t) -> [(x,t)℄
LBnd : Abs(x, t, e) -> [(x,t)℄
LBnd : Let(x, t, e1, e2) -> [(x,t)℄
LBnd : Letre (fde s, e) ->
<map(\Fde (f,t,xs,e) -> (f,t)\)> fde s
LBnd : Fde (f, Arrow(ts,t), xs, e) -> <zip(id)> (xs,ts)

Figure 10: Colle ting free variables from fun tional expressions. The strategy
lvars is the strategy for extra ting free variables. The rule LVars maps a variable to the pair of its name and type. The rules LBnd map binding onstru ts
to a list of the variables they bind.

strategies
free-vars(getvars, boundvars) =
re x(getvars
<+ split( olle t-kids(x), boundvars <+ ![℄); diff)
rules
split(f, g) : x -> (<f> x, <g> x)

Figure 11: A generi algorithm for olle ting free variables with the assumption
that all binding onstru ts de lare bindings that range over all subterms. The
strategy diff omputes the di eren e between a pair of lists.
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REFINING THE DEFINITION OF FREE VARIABLE COLLECTION

In addition to determining the names of bound variables it is ne essary to
determine the arguments in whi h these variables are binding. Furthermore,
the assumption that olle tion an stop at variables does not hold for representations that de lare variable names and ontain other variable holding
onstru ts as subterms. To spe ify a re nement of a generi traversal Stratego
provides ongruen e operators, whi h allow the spe i ation of traversal for
spe i
onstru tors.
binding positions

If variables are not bound in all dire t subterms of a binding onstru ts, the
model of free variable extra tion needs to be re ned. Binding positions an
be de lared by indi ating for ea h binding onstru t the arguments in whi h
variables are bound, the arguments in whi h variables are not bound and the
arguments that do not ontain variables at all and an thus be ignored.
Figure 12 de nes the strategy LBoundIn with parameters bnd for positions where
variables are binding, ubnd for positions where variables are not binding and
ignore for positions where no variables o ur. It de lares binding positions
for abstra tion, let, letre and fun tion de laration by means of ongruen e
operators.
spe ifi

term traversal with

ongruen es

The generi traversal operators all provides generi traversal through arbitrary
onstru tors. Sometimes it is ne essary to re ne the traversal of spe i
onstru tors. For ea h onstru tor C : t1 * ... * tn -> t de lared in a signature there is a orresponding strategy operator C(s1,...,sn) (the ongruen e
over C) that transforms a term C(t1,...,tn) to C(<s1>t1,...,<sn>tn).
Figure 12 uses su h ongruen e operators to dire t traversal. For example, the
pattern Let(ignore,ignore,ubnd,bnd) de lares that variables are not bound
in the third and are bound in the fourth argument. The de laration of binding
positions LBoundIn an be passed to the re ned version of free-vars, whi h is
de ned in Figure 13.
The omputation of the free variables of the dire t subterms is split into three
ases. In the rst ase, if a term is a variable it is returned. In the se ond ase,
if the urrent node is a binding onstru t (boundvars su eeds), the boundin
strategy is used to di erentiate between binding and non-binding positions. At
the binding positions the di eren e between the free variables and the bound
variables is omputed, at the unbound positions all free variables are omputed
and the other positions are ignored by building the empty list. In the third ase,
if the term is neither a variable nor a binding onstru t the free variables of its
subterms are olle ted.
variables

ontaining variables

The model in the extra tion methods des ribed above implies that variables are
leaves of abstra t syntax trees and do not ontain variables themselves. This
is not always appropriate. For example, onsider an abstra t syntax with an
10
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appli ation de lared as in Figure 14. Here variables in fun tion and argument
positions have a di erent shape and in addition an appli ation ontains terms
that are variables. Figure 15 de nes an alternative free variable olle tion strategy that does not stop when en ountering a variable, but instead takes the union
of the variables at a node and the variables ontained in its subterms.
strategies
lvars = free-vars(LVars, LBnd, LBoundIn)
LBoundIn(bnd, ubnd, ignore) =
Abs(ignore, ignore, bnd)
+ Let(ignore, ignore, ubnd, bnd)
+ Letre (bnd, bnd)
+ Fde (ignore, ignore, ignore, bnd)

Figure 12: De laration of binding positions by means of ongruen e operators.
strategies
free-vars(getvars, boundvars, boundin) =
re x(getvars
<+ {vs: where(?vs <= boundvars);
boundin(split(x, !vs); diff, x, ![℄)};
olle t-kids(id)
<+ olle t-kids(x))

Figure 13: Algorithm for olle ting free variables that takes binding positions
into a ount.
signature
onstru tors
App : String * SimpleExp -> Exp
Var : String -> SimpleExp
rules
LVars : App(f, es) -> [f℄
LVars : Var(x) -> [x℄
strategies
lvars = free-vars2(LVars,LBnd)

Figure 14: Abstra t syntax representation in whi h variables are not leaves
and extra tion of variable names from expressions.
strategies
free-vars2(getvars, boundvars) =
re x(split(getvars <+ ![℄,
split( olle t-kids(x), boundvars <+ ![℄); diff);
union)

Figure 15: Algorithm for olle ting free variables that takes variables in subterms of variables into a ount. A variant of this algorithm taking into a ount
binding positions an be reated analogously to Figure 13
11
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RENAMING BOUND VARIABLES

Renaming of bound variables depends on the shape of variables and the shape
of binding onstru ts. For binding onstru ts, in addition to determining what
variables are bound and in whi h arguments they are binding, it is ne essary
to de lare where new variables should be pasted. In order to keep tra k of
renamings it is also required to distribute an environment along with the
renaming traversal.
Renaming of bound variables is used to prevent name lashes between variables,
for example as a preparation for inlining to prevent free variable apture.
pasting new variable names

The same onsiderations as for free variable extra tion hold. A renaming algorithm depends on the shape of variables and on the shape of binding onstru ts.
A new aspe t is that the renamed variables should be pasted ba k into the binding onstru t. This is the inverse of extra ting variables bound by a binding
onstru t, i.e., repla e the urrent binding variables by their renamings. For
example, repla e Abs("x",t,e) by Abs("y",t,e). Sin e extra tion of bound
variables from a binding onstru t is an arbitrary strategy we annot automatially reverse it. Therefore, an additional strategy is needed that repla es binding
variables by new names.
Figure 16 de nes the strategy LPaste with parameter nwvars. Using ongruen es it de lares how the new variables should be pasted ba k into the binding
onstru ts. The parameter strategy nwvars builds a list of new variables names.
Using the strategies IsLvar, LBnd, LBoundIn and LPaste, the strategy rename
omposes a renaming strategy for fun tional expressions.
distributing environments

Figure 17 de nes the generi algorithm for renaming bound variables. It is
de ned by means of the env-alltd traversal (Figure 18), whi h distributes an
environment through a traversal. The environment for renaming is a list of pairs
(x,y) with x a referen e to the old variable and y the name of the new variable.
The rename strategy is de ned by means of the rules RnVar, RnBinding and
DistBinding. RnVar renames a variable by looking up its name in the environment. RnBinding reates new variable names for the variables of a binding onstru t and pastes the new names ba k into the term. It also reates an extended
environment mapping the old variables to the new variables. DistBinding applies the renaming to the binding and non-binding positions of the binding
onstru t using the same boundin strategy used for free variable extra tion.
At the binding positions the extended environment is used, at the non-binding
positions the old environment is used.
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strategies
lrename = rename(IsLvar, LBnd, LBoundIn, LPaste)
rules
IsLvar(s) : Var(x,t) -> Var(<s>(x,t), t)
Hd : [x|xs℄ -> x
strategies
LPaste(nwvars) =
Abs(nwvars; Hd, id, id)
+ Let(nwvars; Hd, id, id, id)
+ Letre (split(id, nwvars);
zip(\(Fde (f, t, xs, e), g) -> Fde (g, t, xs, e)\)
,id)
+ Fde (id, id, nwvars, id)

Figure 16: Instantiation of a generi renaming algorithm and de laration of
pasting new variables in binding onstru ts.
strategies
rename(isvar, bndvars, boundin, paste) =
\ t -> (t, [℄) \ ;
re x(env-alltd(RnVar(isvar)
<+ RnBinding(bndvars, paste);
DistBinding(boundin, x)))
RnVar(isvar) : (t, env) -> <isvar(split(id, !env); lookup)> t
RnBinding(bndvrs, paste) :
(t, env1) -> (<paste(!ys)> t, env1, env2)
where <bndvrs> t => xs; map(new) => ys;
< on >(<zip(id)>(xs,ys), env1) => env2
DistBinding(boundin, s) :
(t, env1, env2) -> <boundin(\x -> <s>(x, env2)\
,\x -> <s>(x, env1)\
,id)> t

Figure 17: Generi algorithm for renaming bound variables. The strategy new
reates a new unique string.
rules
dist(s) : (t, env) -> <all(\x -> <s>(x,env)\)> t
strategies
env-alltd(s) = re x(s <+ dist(x))

Figure 18: Generi traversals that distributes an environment.
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SUBSTITUTING TERMS FOR VARIABLES

Substitution of expressions for variables in a language with variable bindings
requires renaming of bound variables to prevent free variable apture and
an be expressed as a generalization of the generi bound variable renaming
algorithm.
Substitution of expressions for variables is another ommon operation in program transformation. One of the problems with substitution is the danger of
variable apture when substituting under a binding. The solution is to rename
bound variables while des ending into the expression tree.
Figure 20 de nes a generi de nition of this solution as a generalization of the
generi variable renaming strategy. Figure 19 shows how this algorithm an be
instantiated.
strategies
lsubs = substitute(IsLvar, LBnd, LBoundIn, LPaste)

Figure 19: Instantiation of a generi algorithm for substitution for the fun tional language.
strategies
substitute(isvar, bndvars, boundin, paste) =
?(sbs, t); !(t, [℄);
re x(env-alltd(RnVar(isvar)
<+ SubsVar(isvar, !sbs)
<+ RnBinding(bndvars, paste);
DistBinding(boundin, x)))
SubsVar(isvar, mksbs) :
(t, env) -> <lookup> (t, sbs)
where <isvar(id)> t; mksbs => sbs

Figure 20: Generi algorithm for substituting expressions for variables under
variable bindings. Capture of free variables in the substituted expressions and
substituting for bound variables is prevented by renaming all variables on the
way.
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UNIFYING TERMS WITH OBJECT VARIABLES

Synta ti uni ation depends on the shape of variables. For all other onstru ts the only requirement is that their stru ture is the same. This an be
expressed generi ally.
Synta ti uni ation is another example of a problem that an be solved by
means of a generi , language independent algorithm that is instantiated with
the shape of a language onstru t. Figure 21 shows the de nition of a uni ation algorithm by instantiation of a generi algorithm. Figure 22 presents
the de nition of a generi uni ation algorithm. The algorithm does not take
variable bindings into a ount, nor does it unify modulo equations.
signature
sorts Types
onstru tors
TVar : String
Arrow : Type * Type
Prod : Type * Type
T ons : String * List(Type)
strategies
tp-unify = unify(TVar(id))

->
->
->
->

Type
Type
Type
Type

Figure 21: Instantiation of generi uni ation algorithm for polymorphi types.
strategies
unify(isvar) =
for(\ pairs -> (pairs, [℄) \
,\ ([℄, sbs) -> sbs \
,UfIdem + UfVar(isvar) + UfSwap(isvar) <+ UfDe ompose)
rules
UfIdem : ([(x,x) | ps℄, sbs) -> (ps, sbs)
UfVar(isvar) :
([(x,y) | ps℄, sbs) -> (ps', [(x, y) | sbs''℄)
where <isvar> x; <not(in)>(x,y);
?(sbs'', ps') <= <subs(isvar,![(x,y)℄)> (sbs, ps)
UfSwap(isvar) :
([(x,y) | ps℄, sbs) -> ([(y,x) | ps℄, sbs)
where <not(isvar)> x; <isvar> y
UfDe ompose :
([(f#(xs), f#(ys)) | ps℄, sbs) ->
(< on >(<zip(id)>(xs, ys), ps), sbs)

Figure 22: Generi de nition of synta ti uni ation. The algorithm manipulates a list of pairs of terms to be uni ed and builds a substitution. Note that
the de omposition rule uses generi term de onstru tion f#(xs).
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COMPARING STRATEGO GENERICITY TO OTHER FRAMEWORKS

Traversal through data stru tures is a ommon problem in all programming
languages. Stratego provides primitives for on isely des ribing a wide range
of traversals.
traversal s hemata

In obje t-oriented programming the visitor design patttern [6℄ is used to separate
the methods making up a traversal over (obje ts in) a set of lasses from those
lasses. Visiting the a tual lasses is a hieved through a hook (the a ept
method) that alls ba k the visitor. The generi ity of this method is res tri ted
be ause the set of lasses parti ipating in the traversal is xed and be ause the
ontrol of ea h traversal has to be spelled out. The generi visitors of Palsberg
and Jay [12℄ over ome the problem of a xed set of lasses and default ontrol by
de nining generi traversal through an obje t by means of re e tion. In absen e
of a visit method for a lass the generi behaviour is to traverse the elds of the
obje t. Visit methods that override the default method still have to de ne the
ontinuation of the traversal.
Attribute grammars (e.g., [14℄) de ne propagation of attribute values through a
tree. This requires de ning for ea h attribute and for ea h node how the value
is derived from other attribute values. Although some tools support opy rules
that ll in unde lared propagations, traversals are not rst- lass itizens; it is
not possible to de ne generi traversal patterns in the language itself.
Fun tional languages support the polymorphi de nition of traversals over data
types, but these have to be implemented for ea h data type separately. Walla e and Run iman [19℄ dis uss two possible approa hes for XML pro essing in
Haskell: generi ombinators working on a universal data type for XML, and
type spe i operations working on a Haskell data type generated from a DTD.
They note that the dire t programming style of the latter and the generi ity of
the former are diÆ ult to ombine.
generation of traversals

In the absen e of programmable traversals, it is possible to generate traversals.
For example, Van den Brand et al. [5, 4℄ des ribe the generation of traversals for
ASF+SDF from a grammar; Kort et al. [10℄ des ribe the generation of several
kinds of morhphisms in Haskell from a grammar; The Java Tree Builder [1℄
generates parse tree lasses and a default visitor for parse trees from grammars.
The adaptive obje t-oriented programming approa h [11, 13℄ is lose in spirit
to Stratego. It de nes traversal through the obje t stru ture by means of a
regular expression over paths. Code to be exe uted during the the traversal
an be spe i ed in wrappers. Di erent from Stratego is that traversals are not
rst- lass itizens; it is not possible in AOP to de ne a generi traversal s hema,
whi h an be instantiated for a spe i data type. Generation depends on the
availability of the entire signature before generation and is rather rigid in that
in orporation of a new traversal s heme requires reprogramming the generator.
Generation an also lead to s aling problems [10℄.
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In polytypi fun tional programming in PolyP [9℄ and in in the generalization
proposed by Hinze [8, 7℄, generi fun tions are de ned on a universal data type
and onversion fun tions between regular data and the universal data type are
provided. Polytypi fun tions an be implemented by implementing the onversion or by generating spe ializations as needed in a program. Only the onversion fun tions from and to the universal data type are xed and an be derived
from the data type de laration automati ally.
typing strategies

Stratego requires the de laration of onstru tors in signatures for those onstru tors that are used in strategies. O urren es of onstru tors are he ked
against the signature. No further type system is imposed on spe i ations at
this point, be ause there are several options to hoose from. In one approa h,
the type system allows only type preserving transformations. A type system for
this approa h is straightforward to realize; sin e strategies do not have a type
hanging e e t, only rules have to be he ked. However, the restri tion to type
preserving transformations would not allow the kinds of spe i ations dis ussed
in this paper. Transformations that are not type preserving in ombination with
the generi traversal of terms lead to a more diÆ ult typing problem for whi h
no satisfa tory type system has been found yet.
Another non-standard feature of Stratego with respe t to typing is that in omplete signatures are supported. This entails that subje t terms an ontain
onstru tors that are not known in the spe i ation. This allows for on ise
spe i ations and programs that are insensitive to irrelevant hanges in the signature of subje t terms. On the other hand, with omplete signatures it would
be possible to short ut generi traversals based on type information.
Type systems are useful for at hing run-time errors stati ally and for at hing
logi al mistakes by he king for internal onsisten y. The former lass of errors
does not o ur in Stratego be ause failure is integrated in the language. (A
rash is aused by a bug in the implementation, not by a mistake from the
user.) For the latter lass of errors it is not yet lear what kind of he king an
be provided. This is an area of resear h.
input and output

Stratego programs an read and write terms represented in the annotated term
(ATerm) format [3℄, i.e., simple rst-order pre x terms. The ATerm format
has a textual and a binary representation. In the latter maximal sharing of
sub-terms is maintained. A parser (written in YACC, SDF2, Happy, et .) an
be onne ted to a transformer by having it output its (abstra t) syntax tree in
the form of an ATerm. Pretty-printers an be onne ted by having them read
syntax trees represented as ATerms.
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